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What are re-activation programmes?
Re-activation programmes, also known as win-back or reconnect programmes, aim at re-engaging
subscribers whose interactions with a brand’s marketing have decreased or stopped completely.
Why implement reactivation programmes?
Often companies continue marketing to inactive
subscribers, without a re-activation strategy. As you
would expect, results are poor. For a positive outcome
marketers should employ a focused re-activation
approach.

You are not alone
Although emailing inactive addresses can have a negative
impact, this does not mean you should forget about this
audience. These addresses are likely to have engaged or
purchased from you in the past, which means that they
may do so again.

The introduction of a re-activation programme will help
with increasing sales. The more targeted a reactivation
programme, the better.

This is good news as cultivating existing customers is
5x cheaper than trying to acquire new ones.*

When attempting to deliver marketing messages to
disengaged subscribers, internet service providers
(ISPs) apply behavioural based rules (engagement with
previous emails from the sender or with an existing
message that is being delivered across the ISP network)
to help define that sender’s reputation, which determines
delivery to the inbox or spam folder, or a block. If the ISP
sees low engagement with the sender’s email it can have
a negative effect on reputation and as a result lead to
delivery problems.
ISPs will frequently convert deactivated email addresses
(those that have hard bounced) into spam traps. While
this will not impact a marketer who is continuously
suppressing hard bounced addresses, these types of
records are often called inactives, mainly due to the
fact they have not been sent a message in a long time.
Sending an email to these addresses may harm sender
reputation and future messages could be blocked for a
considerable length of time.

Disengagement is a common trend in email marketing.
With the likelihood of competitors not benefiting from a
reactivation programme being high, this is an opportunity
to be one step ahead and take advantage of this low
hanging fruit.
The big question remains: How do you go about
re-engaging with these inactive customers? The answer
lies in these four important steps:
1. Identifying who is inactive in your email/social/
mobile base
2. Understanding why they are inactive
3. Identifying other channels that they may be inactive in
4. Drafting, developing and launching re-engagement
programmes.
Each stage will not only help in strategically targeting
inactives, it will also allow you to appreciate why they
became disengaged and how you can mitigate against
this in the future.

*www.ipsos.com
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Why do subscribers become inactive?
To help you understand what causes disengagement,
below is a list of possible reasons as to why a subscriber
may have become inactive.
Expectations were not set at the start:
• Have you communicated to the subscriber what they
have signed up for in the welcome programme?
• Are you currently adhering to what you promised the
subscriber at opt in?
• Was the customer soft-opted in?
Frequency was not set at the start:
• Did you ask subscribers how many times a week/
month they would like to be emailed and are you
honouring that commitment?
• Are you sending at the best time of day/day of week
when the subscriber is more likely to open?
You are not optimising content:
• Do you use what you know about your subscribers to
tailor content?

You have captured an incorrect email address:
• Do you follow best practice and use a double opt-in?
• Do you use an email verification tool to regularly clean
your data at point of capture as well as understand if
the address is active?
You are not optimising for mobile:
• Are you optimising your email for the most used
devices in your segments?
Other factors:
• Loss of interest / emotional opt-out
• Emails are irrelevant
• Deliverability issues causing filtering.
The cause of a customer becoming inactive may be as
simple as the fact they have never been sent a message
in this channel before. For example, this could include
customers who signed up for direct mail and email but
were only sent direct mail, or subscribers who didn’t quite
fit into a segment and were therefore never emailed.

• Do you use personalised information and drop in the
most relevant content?
• How is each section of the email performing?
Are you undertaking content and copy testing?
• Do you use surveys to understand how your
subscribers perceive your email?
• Is there a preference centre to capture what the
customer wants to hear about?
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“	Did you know ...
80% of consumers delete emails
on mobile that don't look good.”

Classifying inactives
To In order to increase engagement or reduce
deliverability issues, it is essential to group similar
behaviours together so that each issue can be addressed
effectively. The chart below shows what classification
rules for inactives may look like.

No open /click / purchase

0 - 6 months

6 - 12 months

12 - 24 months

24+ months

Active
Inactive
Lapsing
Dormant

Marketers need their own approach to classifying inactive
email addresses. This can be based on the click, open
and/or purchase rate over a given period of time. If we
looked at inactive social users, we would use terms such
as ‘likes’, ‘shares’, ‘posts’, ‘tweets’, ‘re-tweets’, logins
etc. In the case of mobile engagement, replies will be
monitored.
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a) Tackling each group
Each subscriber type will need a tailored approach to
win them back and maintain an engaged customer-brand
relationship. Listed below are some examples:

Active
subscribers

Inactive
subscribers

Lapsing
subscribers

Dormant
subscribers

These subscribers
engage with your brand
on a regular basis.

These customers have
not engaged (clicked,
opened or purchased)
with your brand in a
specific period of time
(usually 6 to 12 months
– depending on
frequency of send).

These customers have
not engaged in 12-24
months and are very
likely to fall into the
dormant pot if you do not
put a re-activation plan
in place.

These should no
longer be classified as
subscribers and are very
risky addresses to be
emailing as they could
have turned into spam
traps.

Solution
We advise giving this
group one last chance
with a ‘Please Come
Back’ campaign. This
will aim at doing a very
effective clear out with
the opt-back-in call to
action (CTA). If there is
no click, these email
addresses should not be
emailed again.

Solution
We advise to suppress
or remove these
addresses. See next
section for more details.

Solution
This subscriber type
would not need a
reactivation strategy.

Solution
Re-activation at this
stage is essential to
avoid them falling into
the next pot of
disengagement.
• Slow re-activation –
look at minimum
amount of emails
possible
• Test different offers
• Personalise
messages to increase
relevancy.
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b) Clearing out your high-risk inactives
(dormant)
Spam traps are created by the Spam House to ensure
brands are removing invalid email addresses and
identify the senders (brands) who are not complying.
The Spam House is a very powerful organisation, which
controls email traffic in the World Wide Web. As a result,
it is essential to ensure your data is kept clean and as up
to date as possible.
The process of removing those addresses is
straightforward. Create a filter or segment for any
addresses which has been sent at least one email in
the last 24 months and has not engaged once in that
period. Collect those addresses and remove them from
the database. You might want to do this progressively,
in which case we advise starting with oldest addresses
(subscription date) or by domain (Hotmail, Yahoo!, etc).
Review and assess if deliverability has been improved.
Before removing these addresses from your database
we advise you compare them against your purchasers,
(if the information is available) to see if this subscriber
is still making purchases. Additionally match these
addresses against Experian Marketing Service’s product
to check if there is any activity with other brands for
those email addresses.
Remember if there is no activity throughout the reengagement programme, nor any activity with other
brands, the email addresses must be removed. Be sure
to erase addresses on a weekly basis to comply with
best practices.

c) Business cycle and seasonality
The brand’s activity cycle needs to be considered
when segmenting customers. Marketers cannot expect
subscribers to be active on a daily, weekly, monthly
basis, or even throughout the year without looking at the
business cycle. Below are a couple of examples:
High activity cycle
A financial institution, online newspaper or even a TV
provider might consider someone disengaged very
quickly in terms of weeks, as the frequency of open is
expected to be daily. When signing up to these types of
services, customers should want or need to read every
single email. As a result, engagement drop off would be
set in terms of weeks.
Medium activity cycle
Fashion retailers fall in this category. Highly engaged
subscribers are not expected to engage with every email,
however, regular (2/3) clicks and purchases should be
observed. A company that falls into this cycle would
consider a subscriber being disengaged at a slower rate
than the high activity cycle.
Low activity cycle
A furniture brand and high-end products will expect
customers to purchase less regularly, potentially on a
yearly basis, therefore, the engagement cycle would be
a lot longer. Subscribers might be expected to open and
click once or twice a month minimum.
Seasonality
Be aware of seasonal trends, as these will impact
engagement. It is commonly assumed that fashion
retailers might expect more activity during new season
launches, whereas a travel company would expect a lot of
activity prior to the summer.
It is important for marketers to have an honest idea
of their subscriber activity expectations. Whether it is
weekly, once a month or once a year, every brand needs
to set those numbers.
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Creating re-activation programmes
Marketers must deliver the story of the user’s journey with the brand.
1. Catch attention and acknowledge
The first part of the programme will need to catch the
customer’s attention in order to start the conversation.
This is your biggest chance of re-activating an inactive
base. Acknowledge behaviour and use emotive language
to help engage the subscriber on a personal level.
2. Show value
The second step of the conversation should be about
how the brand has changed and improved its values and
future commitments. This stage aims at educating the
subscriber.

3. Hook them!
The last part of the programme would usually
incentivise the subscribers to the point where they are
unable to turn away. It is very important to understand
which types of incentive; product offer or service
offering works best for your brand and segments. Most
brands use incentives during the first stage and turn it
into an even bigger offer on the third, however, this is
not a given.

Here are a few content ideas for a re-activation programme
Re-activation part 1

“We need to talk”

• Say what you know
(level of activity, no purchase,
no log-in etc.)
• Be helpful: Live chat, FAQ
section
• Start a conversation:
Ask for preferences update and
use simple surveys
• Offer other communication
channels – social, mobile…
• Display information linked to
past behaviours (targeted and
relevant information)
• Clear Opt-in / Opt-out.
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Re-activation part 2

“You can always
rely on us”

Re-activation part 3

“Come back today
and get 30% off”

• Highlight benefits of the brand

• Incentivise

• Use real people content:
Best comments, live Twitter
feed

• Clear Opt-in / Opt-out

• Set expectations of relationship
(example of best performing
emails)
• Clear Opt-in / Opt-out.

• Say goodbye or welcome back.

Going cross-channel
Cross-channel marketing is an opportunity to increase
reactivation rates. If a subscriber has stopped engaging
with email then it is highly likely that they may not engage
with a reactivation email campaign. This problem can be
mitigated by a cross-channel strategy, whereby targeted
and relevant messages are sent to the customer in
channels that they are engaged in.
If the aim is to increase conversion, make sure the email
with the biggest offer is sent rather than the birthday
email. If it is the case of improving data quality or loyalty,
ensure to keep the birthday email at the top of your list.
There are a number of ways in which cross-channel
interactions can be achieved:
Mobile

SMS
Reaching out to consumers via SMS (if opted in) is a
very powerful tool. Ask users to update their preference
(frequency and channel), and deliver.
Push notifications
Triggered geo-fencing allows marketers to intercept
consumers as they pass stores. A tremendously relevant
message should be used to create excitement and
pull the user in-store to make a purchase. This might
be a good idea to check the validity of your dormant
addresses.
Display

Social

Custom/Tailored audiences
Both Twitter and Facebook allow advertisers to upload
lists of users securely to their platforms using their email
address as a common theme. This allows advertisers
to find their existing customers on Facebook or Twitter.
Once this match is made there are many advertising
opportunities via each individual platform. Experian
Marketing Services always recommends segmentation of
this audience before upload for better targeting. A recent
case study shows that when customers were split by
response rate the client experienced a 350% increase in
sales, using a cross channel/re-engagement approach.*
Website custom audiences
A feature that Facebook added recently is the ability to
add a Facebook pixel on an advertisers site, which when
a customer visits their page will automatically place
them into an audience for targeting on Facebook. This
is extremely powerful as users that are placed in these
audiences may have visited the page via their desktop,
but are now targetable on their mobile device as well
thanks to the insight that Facebook provides. This is a
great tool for re-activation, especially when they are
unresponsive through email and don’t convert when onsite. This re-engagement option can help to drive users
into physical stores with mobile only targeting in store
locations – Facebook has recently turned on targeting
within a mile of a store’s location, thus the combination of
these two techniques can be very powerful.
*Alchemy Social – Luxury Retailer/Client Case Study.

Experian Marketing Services can match cookies; email
and IP addresses to display highly targeted advertising
on websites. This technique can be extremely effective,
especially when used on the homepage of a website.
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Considerations and challenges
Many factors need to be taken into consideration when drafting a re-activation programme:
Subscription tenure
How long has the subscriber been a customer? Don’t
treat a loyal subscriber the same way that you would
treat one who disengaged right after subscribing.
Untracked transactions
Are the subscribers purchasing in store and/or online?
Ensure to have cookies or quick login pages to track all
behaviour.
Cross-channel behaviour
Because of all possible scenarios such as website
activity, email activity and in-store visits, it may be
difficult for marketers to design seamless strategies.
Consider all channels and all possible ways to reach or
intercept users. For example, if customers visited your
website in the last 6 months but did not engage with
your emails for 12 months, why not attempt to ‘intercept’
them on your website? The message should suggest
visiting your preference centre page to update their
frequency preference.
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Buyers vs non-buyers
Marketers may choose a different approach for nonbuyers versus buyers. We advise testing different types
of offers and incentives for non-buyers, and approaching
lapsed buyers in a more personalised way. Top product
offers should be sent to buyers who have a strong past
engagement, whereas, aggressive offers would be good
for buyers who have shown little or no engagement in
a while.
Promotional stream
We advise marketers to stop the promotional stream
being sent to inactive subscribers for the duration of the
email re-engagement programme.

Best practice
Clear opt-in/opt out
The most important part of a re-engagement
programme is making it easy for subscribers
to stay or to leave. Use clear call to actions,
and ensure to place them above the fold.
Mobile optimisation
It is critical that your re-activation programme is mobile
optimised, allowing it to render clearly and correctly on
mobile and tablet devices.
Use what you know
State the obvious. Don’t ignore the facts, and simply ask
your subscribers what is h appening. Be sure to provide
answers.
Emotive and creative subject lines
They must be engaging and deliver an emotional
response. Email campaigns using subject lines with
offers and emotional triggers are more effective for
increasing revenue. The important thing to note is that
these subject lines should be significantly different from
subject lines you have sent these subscribers in the past.
Remember, this audience has disengaged, so sending
them something completely new or unexpected may be
an opportunity to re-engage.
Email validation
It is to validate email addresses. No marketers should be
collecting incorrect email addresses.

"It won't be the same without you!"

"No joke: Sale – up to 50% off."

"Well ... I guess that this is goodbye?"

Preference centres and surveys
Do ask your subscribers why they haven’t been
responding. Preference centres and surveys are
recommended to gain more insights and help craft more
compelling content and offers.
Insightful offers
Use past purchase behaviour or recent activity to identify
compelling offers that are relevant to each subscriber.
Exclusive, time-limited offers
Mentioning limited-time offers in both the subject line and
the body content creates a sense of urgency, prompting
subscribers to open and click emails. To create that
urgency, consider exclusive, time-based offers.

Explain the change
Making sure to explicitly state what has changed.
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Testing
Testing different aspects of your re-engagement
programme means constantly increasing its
performance. The following should be tested:

• Friday: Friday is an irregular day for most people.
Either very busy, or very quiet, emails have a 50/50
chance of being opened and clicked.

Subject lines
• Length

• Saturday/Sunday: The weekend is a particularly good
time to send emails which aim at conversion. Users
have a lot more free time to sit down, interact and
convert. Be sure to test the best time of day.

• Company name
• Personalisation
• Symbols.
Day and time of send
Time of day
• Morning: Many marketers send morning emails
because inboxes are empty to ensure better
deliverability.
• Afternoon: Depending on audience, some might be at
work, others at school or even at home.
• Evening: This might not be the best time of day for
re-activation emails, as subscribers will have a lot of
emails to look through from the day.
• Night: Some brands send at night to be the first ones
in the inbox the next day, however, it is important to
note that receiving emails at 4am might annoy some
users.
Day of week
• Monday: The first day of the week is considered to
be the worst for click rates. Subscribers are likely
to mass delete, as their inboxes are full from the
weekend.
• Tuesday: Customers are in an open frame of mind to
open and read your messages. Tuesday is usually a
quiet day for emails.
• Wednesday/Thursday: Mid-week is good for clicks and
emails and have a good chance of being re-opened
during the weekend.
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Note that events such as payday, New Year’s Day,
Christmas Day or Valentine’s Day for example, must be
taken into consideration, and should be excluded when
testing best time of day/day of week.
Content, creative and copy
Content:
It is usually quite difficult to come up with the perfect
content that will turn someone from being inactive to
being active again. Create two or three content strategies
and test to find which is the most effective. An example
of this could be: one email focusing on the story of the
brand, how it’s grown and excelled, followed by a second
email telling the subscriber about the other channels to
take this relationship elsewhere.
Creative:
Will a puppy with sad eyes work better than your
models talking to your subscribers? How about using
a contextual creative, rather than a generic one (eg.
Christmas time vs all year round)?
Copy:
Test your tone, copy length, layout, format, etc. These
can very much influence the decision to re-engage. We
advise drafting a clear testing plan whereby distinct
tones are visible, same for copy length, layout.

Checklist
To help you when creating your reactivation programme,
the checklist below should help you to hit all the right
points.
Know your percentage of inactives
Question the source
Create relevant, targeted segments
Create compelling programmes
Consider all best practice
Be innovative - and cheeky
Test, test and test again.

Summary
We hope you have found this document beneficial. Don’t
forget that re-activation should be part of your integral
strategy. Constant testing will be necessary to stay as
close as possible to your customers’ changing needs.
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